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No Hyun-ju 

Department of Airline Service, 2nd Year

Hello, readers of the <KWU TRIBUNE> ! It's already a 

new semester and, thus, time to show you some new 

articles. I've been thinking about what I'm going to write in 

this article to make it useful and fun for you. In particular, 

this is the first newspaper with our new junior reporter, Jin-

hee. So, I'm excited and looking forward to it. Even as the 

number of newspapers is increasing, I still have a lot to 

learn and many deficiencies to improve upon. So, I work 

harder so that you won't be disappointed. As you are the 

reason why we write articles, we will always try to write 

helpful and interesting articles for you. So please enjoy this 

<KWU TRIBUNE> as well. Thank you very much for joining 

us in our first <KWU TRIBUNE> of 2019. I hope you'll be 

with us in the future. Thank you!

  

Kim Jin-he

Department of Airline Service, 2nd Year

Hello! <KWU TRIBUNE> subscribers. I’m now working 

as a junior reporter for <KWU TRIBUNE>. Nice to meet 

you. It is time to finish the semester. How did you spend 

this semester? I had a proud first semester. In the second 

grade, I set my goal to be active in school life and I tried to 

achieve it. I’m sure you’ve had a meaningful semester.

This article is my first article as a junior reporter. As it was 

my first time, I felt it was quite difficult to write articles 

in English. So, I introduced volleyball, a sport that I am 

interested in and know about, and also introduced readers 

to the school clubs! I hope this information will be useful 

to you. And I will continue to give my subscribers a lot of 

entertaining and various news stories. Lastly, thank you 

very much for your help, Yeon-gyeong senior, Young-sun 

senior and Hyun-ju!

Bae Yeon-gyeong

 Department of Airline Service, 3rd Year

It’s been ages. I have made a lot of mistakes up to this point, but 

this year I came to work with a sense of responsibility as editor of 

the <KWU TRIBUNE>. It was hard to write an article because I've 

been busy, but when I think about it, I feel like I had a good time 

throughout the process. I'm still scared and nervous when I write 

an article. However, when the results come out, I feel proud and 

happy. To be honest, it was hard to turn myself into a responsible 

person. I will continue to work with the <KWU TRIBUNE> 

reporters and try my best to bring you high quality articles.

Lastly, I’d like to a new member came to the <KWU TRIBUNE>. 

'Jin-hee' was selected after giving some wonderful interviews. 

She has the ability to share her happiness, infectious smile, and 

wonderful ideas with the people around her. I hope you'd look at 

us favorably. I believe Jin-hee will grow a lot in the Tribune. And if 

you have any feedback about this newspaper, please feel free to 

contact me! All are always welcome.

Hwang Young-sun 

Department of Airline Service, 3rd Year

Hello~ Everyone! It’s already been one year since I became a 

writer of the <KWU TRIBUNE>. Looking at the other freshman, I 

feel like I myself have just entered Kwangju Women’s University 

as a freshman. Yet, it’s quite amazing to think that I’m already in 

the third grade. During my one year here, I have learned many 

things by working as a journalist for the <KWU TRIBUNE> and 

by writing articles. I became interested in various types of news 

and was able to learn about English grammar and composition. 

Working as a journalist for the <KWU TRIBUNE> will serve as a 

good memory to remember even after graduation. With all the 

good news to share, four of us have been writing articles this 

year with Jin-hee, a new member of <KWU TRIBUNE> So, in this 

edition we were able to write more complete and full stories. I 

want to write a newspaper that Kwangju Women’s University 

students can read and enjoy. This 38th edition is also very 

interesting and has a variety of contents. Please read and enjoy! 

Epilogue
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2019 The First half of 
CAMPUS NEWS

The Basic Liberal Arts Education Foundation invited students 

to the seminar room on the 3rd floor of the Information 

Communication Center at 2 pm on April 17. Then, they conducted 

a special lecture on the next generation of women 's leadership 

with the theme of "Police, Ladies and Women".

The purpose of this lecture was to cultivate community 

awareness and citizenship based on the conditions and qualities 

of female leaders for students. It also aimed to cultivate the 

capacity of sharing the core values of our university.

The speaker was appointed as a police officer in 1996 and has 

undertaken several positions. Currently, she is the director of the 

women's protection department at the Gwangju Regional Police 

Agency.

The Department of Elementary Special Education conducted a communication program to 
strengthen the major's capacity

The Department of Elementary Special Education conducted 

a communication program for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd graders 

from March 20 to 21 to strengthen their major competence. 

The first part was 119 safety experience center training. The 

second part was conducted by mentoring between older and 

younger students. The Jeollabuk-do 119 safety experience center 

emphasized the importance of safety education which is an 

important part of elementary education.

The Department of Archery Awarded the Best Team Prize by Korea Archery Association

The Department of Archery received the Best Team Prize in 

2018, awarded by the Korea Archery Association. This means 

that our university archery department contributed greatly to the 

development of Korean Archery by fostering excellent athletes. 

This was despite the difficult conditions made from achieving 

outstanding results in the 52nd National Men and Women 

Archery Classification Competition and victories in the overall 

team championship and various domestic competitions. Coach 

Kim Sung-eun said, "We will continue to show the status of 

Kwangju Women’s University’s  Department of Archery, remain 

one step ahead of our 

competitors, and maintain 

our strong pride for archery 

even in the face of constant 

challenges and obstacles.” 

Our university archery 

department boasts the 

highest skills in the world beyond Korea and is firmly rooted itself 

in the realm of Korean women's archery.
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Library, Electronic Information Expo in 2019

The library held the electronic information expo in 2019 

from the 3rd reading room on the 2nd floor of the library from 

10:00 to 16:00 on April 3, 2019. The Electronic Information 

Fair has been held for seven years since 2013, and electronic 

resource providers who had subscribed to our university library 

participated directly so as to demonstrate and guide how to 

search and utilize electronic data. This year, we were able to see 

active students such as standing in line before the start of the 

event. A total of 507 students participated and it was finished 

with great success. One student who participated said, “It is 

good to know something new, I am going to use this info a lot in 

school life.” Another student mentioned, “Electronic Information 

Expo is useful and fun.” Other students mentioned that “more 

than good information, I think it'll help me write a report.”

The Department of Social Welfare conducted a special lecture 

on March 27 at the 3518 class room of the Edeungwan Hall from 

9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in order to improve employment capacity. In the 

special lecture, it was important to find a clear value for yourself 

and create your own story through various activities. It was 

determined that it is also necessary for social welfare students to 

check what they like and what they can do by doing volunteering 

or participating in international activities through special lectures. 

In addition, those in attendance learned that it is important 

to have the necessary qualifications (grade 1 of social welfare 

service providers, type of driver's license, certificate of computer 

use, etc.) and job-related abilities (Proposal, case management, 

etc.) at the social welfare site.

The Student Department, 『MAUM PIANO』 Operation

Kwangju Women’s University student department has begun 

to operate “MAUM PIANO” located in front of the main gate of 

GS Convenience Store in the city's Universiade Gym on March 4. 

“MAUM PIANO” completed the installation last winter vacation 

to expand the cultural enjoyment opportunities of our local 

and university members and began operation in earnest on 

the occasion of its opening lecture. Meanwhile, the student 

department (Director Lee Joon-

soo) said, “We will host a 'MAUM 

PIANO' video and photo contest to 

select a total of 10 teams in time for 

the opening of the first semester 

of the school year in 2019, and we 

plan to award a small scholarship to the selected team.”
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Library and Media Center, Announces Winners of 3rd Cherry Blossom End Photo Contest

The library and media 

center announced the 

selection of 20 winners for 

the third annual ‘Cherry 

Blossom Ending’ photo 

contest .  The Cherry 

Blossom Ending photo 

contest is in its third year, 

established in 2017 during 

the 25th anniversary of the 

school's opening, in order 

to capture beautiful people along with the bright elements of 

cherry blossom trees in our university. In the first contest, only 

students were allowed to attend, but from the second year of 

the contest, all members of our university, including professors 

and staff, were allowed to participate. The application period 

was from April 1st to the 10th, and a total of 237 entries were 

submitted. On April 11th, nine student media members from the 

newspaper office took charge of the project and selected the 

final 20 photos after the qualifying and final rounds. The winners 

will be given a small scholarship (for students) and merchandise 

(for teachers) as prizes. Additionally, the winning works will be 

printed onto large banners and displayed on the first floor of the 

library from April 15 to 30.]

Library Media Center, Special Lecture on Humanities

Kwangju Women’s University Library held a special lecture on 

humanities jointly organized with the Media Center on April 24 at 

the MAUM Lounge on the seventh floor of the library. Lee Ji-hoon, 

a researcher at the Institute for National Studies, gave a lecture 

on the theme of the March 1 Independence Movement, the 100th 

anniversary of the Provisional Government of the Republic of 

Korea, as well as women's independence activists. The theme 

was dark but interesting and the students listened to the lecture 

attentively in the midst of their enjoyment. “We are planning to 

give special lectures on various subjects of the humanities, so 

we hope many students will pay attention and participate.” said 

Hwang Ran-hee, director of the library.

2019 The First half of 
CAMPUS NEWS

KWU NEWS



Glowing Stars of

 Kwangju Women's University, 
‘STELLA’

Stella is a club that helps improve fitness and develop hobbies 

including cheerleading and dance clubs. Including university 

activities such as university festivals and flight festivals in 

the Department of Airline Service, the club also takes part in 

outside activities such as participating in regional conventions 

and participating in the Chosun University rose festival, military 

unit events, and the Chungjang festival at 'Sang-sang Univ'. 

In the case of outside performances, Participants can kill two 

birds with one stone because they can receive service time and 

pocket money. The club allows you to show off your talents 

through various performance activities and experiences, and 

you can also promote friendship among club members. I 

recommend Stella to those who want to have fun and enjoy an 

active school life.

Recruitment target:

Kwangju Women's University students/ department is 

irrelevant.

KWU TRIBUNE 07Kim Jin-hee
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Would you like to come and join us? 

‘EXTREME’

A heart to share, a joy to share 

‘RCY’

Extreme is a joint club of Kwangju Women's University and Chosun University, a club that enjoys 

seasonal leisure sports (Climbing, ATV, Archery, Shooting, Skin Scuba, Wakeboard, Paragliding, 

Skiing & Boarding) once a month. It is possible to make the activities easier for beginners 

because safety training is carried out prior to all activities and the classes are conducted 

according to the competency of members. Additionally, you can learn new knowledge 

about leisure sports, participate in fun activities, meet many people, build friendships, and 

make unforgettable memories of university. I recommend Extreme to those who want to enjoy 

some hobbies or take part in the challenge of leisure sports. If you want to know more about 

Extreme, check out the Extreme Circle on Facebook.

Recruitment target:

Kwangju Women's University, Chosun University Student/ No age, student number

RCY is short for Red Cross Youth and means the Youth of Red Cross. It is a volunteer club 

for college students to learn and practice the Red Cross’ spirit of love and service through 

the university red cross society. Unlike last year, this year, you can join without paying the 

registration fee, and there is no membership fee. If you become an RCY member, you 

can volunteer at any time in the school, in your free time between classes, or at any time 

you want, even if you do not visit a service organization. Therefore, students who are 

busy preparing for employment and studying are provided with a good environment for 

volunteer activities. There is plenty of time to serve on campus and to interact with 

other department students so that you can volunteer and socialize. In addition, 

there are times when we work in cooperation with other universities, such as 

overseas volunteering, summer farming experiences, as well as on campus.

Recruitment target:

Kwangju Women's University students/ department is irrelevant.
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There is a heartbreaking history that should not be forgotten even in 

May, which is likely to be filled with warm anniversaries such as Family 

Month, Children's Day and Parent's Day. It is the May 18 Gwangju 

Democracy Movement that has awakened the nation's people to a 

sense of democracy. In honor of the democratization movement, I will 

recommend related books. 

A desperate song for the souls of children who have 
cannot bloom, "Human Acts." 

The author of the book is "Han Gang", the first Korean to win the 

Mann Booker Prize. <Human Acts> is a novel that tells the story of 

the people left behind during the Gwangju Democracy Movement 

for 10 days starting from May 18, 1980. Through thorough historical 

research and coverage, the writer vividly depicts the suffering inner 

thoughts of Dong-ho, a middle school student who died while fighting 

against martial law forces with elaborate and dense sentences. The 

book begins by covering 16-year-old Dong-ho, who stepped out to find 

a friend who was shot dead. It consists of a total of six chapters and 

each chapter is depicted from a different person's point of view. The 

book tries to recreate a first-person account of those who faced the 

horrendous horrors of the 5.18 uprisings.

No Hyun-ju

A Painful History 
That Must Not Be Forgotten, 
5•18 Democratic Movement Book 
Recommendation

 Some impressive passages
"I couldn't hold a funeral after you died, so my life became a funeral." - P.99
"Didn't he really come across the hot summer I came across?" - P.208
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2019 Gwangju World Swimming Championships 

 ‘DIVE INTO PEACE’

The World Swimming Championships is organized by the International Swimming Federation, FINA. These 

championships are held every two years for the purpose of improving the performance. It is also a swimming festival 

in which people from all over the world come together through swimming. The festival first began in 1973 in Belgrade, 

Yugoslavia. This is now the 18th festival and will be taking place in Gwangju. South Korea has been a proud record as 

Park Tae-hwan won the men's swimming freestyle 400m in the 12th Melbourne World Swimming Championships in 

2007 and the 14th Shanghai World Swimming Championships in 2011.

The 2019 Gwangju World Swimming Championships will run for 17 days from July 12 to July 28, 2019. Participants 

from all over the world, a total of 209 countries, will be participating in the event. 

There are 6 events in total. First, the swimming events range from 50m up to 1,500m in freestyle, backstroke, 

breaststroke, and butterfly, with the winners decided after preliminaries, semi-finals, and finals. Second, the diving 

events are require athletes to match a set of pre-established requirements including somersaults and twists. Third, 

high diving is a sport of diving into the water from 20m (women) or 27m (men) platforms. Fourth, artistic swimming, 

also known as water ballet or synchronized swimming, combines swimming with music and dance. Fifth, open water 

swimming is a competitive outdoor swimming event held in lakes, rivers, oceans, and waterways. Sixth, water polo is 

a team water sport involving a ball. 

Introduction

Bae Yeon-gyeong
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  P  People (Humankind living together)
Promote the values of humanism, in the city of democracy and human rights

Contribute to the peaceful coexistence of humankind

E  Environment (An environment that feels the breath of nature)
Towards green healing provided by peaceful Mt. Mudeung and Youngsan river

Building a clean and comfortable city environment

A  Advance (Energetic challenge towards future dreams)
Work for the future of Gwangju

C  Culture (Culture shared by everyone)
A cultural festival true to the name “Hub City of Asian Culture”

Cultural events for athletes and residents

E  Economy (Sustainable local economy)
Contribute to local economy 

Maximize efficiency by using existing facilities and aggressive marketing

Vision

The event logo depicts a ‘wave of peace’ in which a figure is strenuously striving 

towards future dreams. The logo also symbolizes the comfort of Gwangju’s 

Mudeung mountain, and the breath of life from the Youngsan river. 

‘DIVE INTO PEACE’ is this year’s championship slogan. It signifies the hope 

to promote the values of peace for humankind in Gwangju, the guardian city 

of Korea’s democracy and human rights. 

The mascots are Suri and Dari. These are personifications of male and female otters, flagship species of the 

local area, peacefully living in Mt. Mudeung and the Youngsan river. 

Symbols
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SportS that I Would 
recommend to Female 
unIverSIty StudentS 

volleyball

What is vol leyball?
It is a ball game in which a net is placed in the center 

of a rectangular court and hits and turns the ball to drop 
it to the opposing side. The ball must be handed over to 
the opponent's camp three times and the serve must be 
bumped unconditionally, but otherwise the head and feet 
are acceptable forms of making contact.
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Terminology

Serve-ace This refers to the case of scoring directly via the serve.

Spike  The act of hitting the ball into the opposing side has various forms. These include shots entitled paint, 

straight, cross, and quick depending on the situation and character.

Dig	 This	occurs	when	receiving	player	deflects	the	attack	of	the	opponent.

Net-touch During the game, a part of the body touches the net, and the opponent scores.

Women’s Volleyball National Team International Competition Schedule
Competition Date Place

Volleyball   Nations League 2019.   5. 21.~ 7. 7. 16   countries including Korea

Tokyo   Olympic Qualifying Match 2019.   8. 2.~ 4. Russia

2019   Asia Women's Volleyball Championship 2019.   8. 17.~ 25. Seoul

2019   FIVB World Cup 2019.   9. 14.~ 29. Japan

Game method
The team that wins 3 of the 5 sets will win the final. If a team is at 

least two points ahead of the opposing team, the team that earns 25 

points first  wins the set . Even in the situation of a deuce, the team 

that won the first two sets wins. At the end of the set,  the teams 

switch sides of the court with each other. The fifth set is won by the 

team that scores 15 points (not 25) first.

Game progress
Flip a coin to determine who will take the first serve and have first choice in court position. In the last 

set, the court position is also determined by flipping a coin. The serve will be taken by the right-back 

player. Players move clockwise each time they acquire a serve (scoring).

Posit ion
Left side hitter (L)      This is usually a position to attack from the left. The front-positioned Left is 

responsible for the attack, the rear-positioned Left is responsible for supporting 

the libero and back attack.

Right side hitter (R)    This position is diagonally opposite to the setter mainly in the right attack 

position. Light positions are less likely to be involved in defense, and they are 

more focused on attacks.

Middle blocker (MB)     This position is mainly played by tall players, who plays fastball and blocking in 

the center, and alternates with a defense-dedicated player in the rear.

Setter (S)     This position is located in the center near the net, dedicated to the tossing of 

the player, and is an important position to influence the team's ball distribution.

Libero (Li)     A player who is dedicated to defense and receiving, wears uniforms of different 

colors from the players in the team. The features of this position is that they 

cannot serve, block, or attack.
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Cebu, a major resort city in the Philippines, is the second largest island in 
the Philippines and a representative tourist destination in Southeast Asia. Not 
only is it a good place to rest by going to places such as spa and massage 
parlors, but it is also a good place to enjoy water sports. The climate is very 
hot, and showers are frequent, so be careful of rain. Let me introduce you to 
the famous tourist attractions and best parts of Cebu.

This Year’s Summer Vacation 
Destination is Cebu!



Best Tourist Spots
Goong Spa is a representative luxury spa in Cebu and is located near Maribago, Mactan Island. A massage at Goong Spa relaxes 

rigid muscles and stabilizes the mind and body. Types of massages include the Stone Massage, Herbal Massage, Spa Package and 

Imperial Spa Package. Each massage has different characteristics and sequencing, so you can choose one that suits your preference.

The Ayala Center is a resting place with shopping malls, restaurants, bars, and green areas and is also a popular entertainment 

facility for the citizens of Cebu. Ayala Mall is easily accessible and has many brands to shop for in the areas of fashion, living, and 

cosmetics. Also, Ayala Mall has a currency exchange office and a good exchange rate. So, it would be convenient to pay with pesos 

after exchanging your money. If you don't like being active, I would recommend shopping at the Ayala Mall.

Santo Nino Catholic is the oldest church in the Philippines and has been designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. In the center 

of the Santo Nino Cathedral, there are very colorful decorations and inside the cathedral is a collection of sculptures and paintings 

from hundreds of years ago. It is also famous for its baby Jesus Christ statue and is the main character of the Sinulog Festival on the 

third Sunday of January every year.

KWU TRIBUNE 13

Red Crab is a famous seafood restaurant located in Maktan Maribago. Red Crab’s popular 

menu items include the Alimao Crab as well as both Shrimp and Shanghai fried rice. Once 

you order, you can choose your own crab. The crabs are very fat, and they are very delicious 

if you eat them with fried rice in a chili crab sauce. The Pick-drop service is usually something 

you have to pay for at other restaurants, but at the Red Crab it is free of charge.

The Gold Mango Grill is an Italian fusion restaurant. Not just for Koreans and foreign tourists, 

locals also often visit the area. Gold Mango Grill's popular menu items include Chacha steak, 

rock lobster garlic and scallops. Since the Philippines is called ‘Mango Country’, mango 

shakes and mangos with San Miguel apples are also delicious.

Gold Mango Grill

Red Crab
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Ulsan's signature festival "2019 Ulsan Whale Festival" will be held for three days 

from June 7 to 9 at the Special Whale Culture Zone in Jangsaengpo. The Whale 

Culture Foundation (run by Chairman Kim Jin-kyu) held a board meeting on the 

28th of May and announced the theme of this year's whale festival. The festival 

has decided the theme to be ‘Dream of whale!' 'Dream of sea!'  'Dream of Ulsan!' 

and has also decided to further increase the concentration of festival attendees 

by reducing the festival period by one day. The festival will differentiate space-

specific programs by dividing the fairgrounds into plazas, the sea, Jangsaengpo, 

and cultural villages. The festival will be held as an eco-environment festival where 

residents will participate in whale-themed activities. The festival is also planning 

to introduce a variety of content that make the maximum use of the surrounding 

natural environment. In particular, "Jangsaengpo Green Festa" and "Junk Whales" 

will offer exotic attractions and fun through representative ecological environment 

festival programs such as environmental movement action practice campaign 

concerts and marine waste exhibition shows. The Ulsan Whale Festival was 

selected as a promising festival for the fourth consecutive year from 2011 to 2014 

and was selected as a culture and tourism promotion festival for 2019. 

Kim Jin-kyu, president of the Korea Whale Culture Foundation said, “We 

organized a program taking into consideration many surrounding opinions and 

concerns, such as through the 'Resident Participation Open Forum', so as to 

become a festival where all residents can be the main characters of the festival 

and additionally make the event together. So, I want all of you to feel the change of 

Ulsan Whale Festival in person."
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A Rice Sommelier is a rice connoisseur who studies the detailed conditions 

of rice, their raw materials,  cooking techniques, nutrition, and post-storage 

conditions. It is also responsible for a series of cooking procedures, such as 

the degree to which rice is peeling or drying temperature, storage location, 

heating and mixing time. A Rice Sommelier also develops and evaluates 

triangular kimbap and box lunch sold at convenience stores. A Rice Sommelier 

License can be obtained from the Japan Rice Cooking Association, a Japanese 

public service corporation.

In the past, tteokbokki was famous as a snack and street food. Currently, 

tteokbokki is a representative food of Korea and people all over the world are 

found to like it. So, the tteokbokki researcher studies and develops recipes 

and fusion dishes that cater to foreigners' tastes in order to globalize and 

promote the food. The researchers generally work for related associations or 

Bona Laboratories of various Tteokbokki franchises.

Pet food testers personally try pet food and assess how it tastes. With more 

people wanting to raise their own pets, the pet food market has become 

bigger and bigger. Feed companies generally employ one or more pet food 

testers, soalthough its not a huge industry now, the future is considered to be 

bright for this job

Fortune cookies are snacks for dessert in American, European, and Chinese 

restaurants, and contain a note of fortune inside. By the way, do you know 

where all these phrases come from? It’s made by the hands of Fortune 

Cookie Writers. Fortune cookie writers write about 200 simple and touching 

sentences. I think it’s a job that can give happiness to others with one 

sentence.

An extraordinary job means a job that is not familiar and is not common to people. 
That’s why there are often a small number of unusual jobs. I will introduce four 
interesting jobs I found while was researching for some extraordinary jobs.

Let's Find Out about Fun 
and Amazing Jobs!

Rice 
Sommelier

Tteokbokki 
Researcher

Pet Food 
Tester

Fortune 
Cookie 
Writer
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Earth Environment 
Protection Day, 

Earth Day
Earth Day, how did it start?

How to Practice a Low Carbon Lifestyle for Protecting Our Earth?

Earth Day was created in January 1969 
by an oil spill in the ocean near California, 

U.S. At that time, American society began to raise 
awareness about environmental issues after Rachel 

Carson's book, "Silent Spring", was published in 1962. 
U.S. Senator Gaylord Nelson, influenced by "Silent 

Spring", suggested President Kennedy make a 
national pilgrimage into nature. The first event was 

held on April 22, 1970, led by Dennis Hayes, a 
Harvard student at that time.

 Maintain adequate 
room temperature

It is said that 28 degrees Celsius in 
summer and 20 degrees in winter 
is the right room temperature, so 
let's maintain the correct room 
temperature for each season.

Use Public 
Transportation

Reducing the use of passenger 
cars by just one day a week can 
reduce carbon dioxide by 445 

kilograms a year.

 Unplug Home 
Appliances

Unplugging consumer electronics, 
which use a lot of standby power, 
can not only save electricity fees 
but also reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions.



Disposable Bag Prohibition 
and Q&A

The Seoul Metropolitan Government announced that it 
plans to launch an intensive crackdown on large stores, 

supermarkets, and bakeries. The reason being, there has 
been a tightening of regulations on the use of disposable 
products under the Enforcement Rule of the Resource 

Reuse Act from April 1. Use of disposable plastic bags in 
large stores and supermarkets had already been prohibited 

bakeries,  of which were not included in the original 
regulations, have now been included in this prohibition of 
free disposable plastic bags. We hope to restore a healthy 

earth through lifestyle practices such as using a tumbler and 
shopping basket. 

Q    Are all businesses operating in large 
stores now prohibited to use plastic 
bags ?

A    Yes. According the new law, all 

supermarket companies are prohibited 

from using shopping bags. This law 

applies regardless of lease, area, or 

other conditions.

Q    Who will be fined for breach of 
regulation in the case where a rental 
company operating in a large store is 
the one committing a violation?

A    When the law is violated, the fines 

are imposed based on whether the 

management and the operating entity 

were responsible or the subsidiary shop 

owner was responsible.

Q    What does the law say about plastic 
bags that contain water-based 
products?

A    Fish, meat, vegetables, and other 

products that already contain packaged 

products are in principle prohibited. 

However, plastic bags can be used 

for products to contain their residue 

moisture or for objects that naturally 

contain moisture, such as ice cream.
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